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Robert Burnette
Onondaga

neˀ sgeñ∙noñˀ naesaihwiyosdik goñdahgwih

When my Mother was a young teenager she was 
taken from her family and placed in a BIA school 
over 100 miles from her home and Nation.  After 
she spoke in her Native language at the school, 
she was placed in the attic of the dorm with a glass 
of water and a slice of bread for three days, but the 
first night she broke out and walked home.

She never allowed herself to hate or become 
bigoted because of the incident nor allow the fear 
it placed her to control her.  She chose to forgive, 
live carefully and find the good in life.  She lived 
a hard life but but left a legacy by starting the 

language program on the Nation that has saved our language from extinction.

Having read the stories of POWs and those of holocaust survivors, the one 
thing that rings loud is that all survivors had an outlook that was full of hope 
and positive action. They didn’t focus on the trials but ultimate happiness.  We 
cannot change the past but we can forge the future.

I have met and become close friends with millionaires and billionaires 
around the world but I have never met a human being who never had trials and 
struggles.  If we choose, trials can make us stronger and that strength can make 
all the difference for others who are suffering.

After two strokes and two bouts with cancer I am far closer to my Creator and 
so appreciate the words in His word: "Praise be to the God and Father of our 
Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of compassion and the God of all comfort, who 
comforts us in all our troubles, so that we can comfort those in any trouble with 
the comfort we ourselves receive from God," 2 Corinthians 1:3,4 (NIV).

We have a hope and give our prayers to the Creator that this issue will inspire 
your OUTLOOK and so strengthen your journey through life. After all, our 
Creator says to you, “I have plans for you, plans to prosper you and not to harm 
you, plans to give you a hope and a future” Jeremiah 29:11-14.
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Outlook
Health | Outlook

Are you constantly fighting 
negative thoughts? Have you 
ever felt helpless to change the 
situation you’re in? Have you 

become the negative parent you vowed you’d 
never be? Happily, your mind can heal your 
body in three sure-fire steps: think positive 
(look for the good in every situation), forgive 
others (don’t dwell on the past), and assume 
responsibility for your actions, behavior, and 
emotions. Outlook is a gift you five yourself, the 
colors with which you paint the world.  Some of 
us leave smudges of gray and dark purple as we 
frown through the day.  That’s our choice.  Others 
leave sparkling designs of gold, green, and sky 
blue.  That’s also our decision.

Our Creator designed each of us to be 
different, special, unique, and wonderful.  But 
having a negative outlook is not in his plan.  
A negative outlook switches off the lights 
of hope.  It changes love to hate, and peace 
to stress.  A positive outlook does just the 
opposite.  It turns on the lights, ignites love, 
and allows our heart to focus on possibilities, 
not problems.  

SCIENTIFIC SUPPORT 
FOR OUTLOOK

Attitude is more than simply a state of 
mind.  It can influence how the brain manages 
the healing process.  Dr. Richard Davidson at 
the University of Wisconsin has discovered 
that people who have a positive attitude have 
more electrical and metabolic activity on the 
left side of the brain’s prefrontal lobe. This 
is the side of the brain that, when activated, 
is associated with greater numbers of natural 

killer cells, the cells that help us fight viruses 
and perhaps even cancer.  It’s not clear which 
is the chicken and which is the egg, but 
some studies suggest that simply by thinking 
positive thoughts you can turn on the side of 
the brain linked with improved immunity.

Dr. Margaret Kemeny found that personal 
expectations are a significant predictor of 
HIV progression, especially when the person 
with a pessimistic outlook has experienced 
loss.  The patients in the study had a greater 
decrease in CD4 T-cells and an elevated 
increase in serum and cell surface activation 
markers.  Exactly how attitude can influence 
the prognosis of a patient with HIV is not 
completely clear.  It may somehow trigger 
changes in the immune system through fear 
centers in the brain.  Or perhaps the negative 
effect causes the person to give up and ignore 
options that might improve their health.

Other scientific research points to a very 
real correlation between the mind and the 
body.  In a Time magazine article entitled 
“How Your Mind Can Heal Your Body,” 
Michael D. Lemonick wrote, “More and more 
doctors – and patients- recognize that mental 
states and physical well-being are intimately 
connected.  An unhealthy body can lead to an 
unhealthy mind, and an illness of the mind 
can trigger or worsen diseases in the body. 
Fixing a problem in one place, moreover, can 
often help the other.”

Depression is proving to be particularly 
destructive to physical health. "Depression 
jumps out as an independent risk factor for heart 
disease," reports Dwight Evans, a professor of 
psychiatry, medicine, and neuroscience at the 
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SUCCESS STEPS
Here are four practical steps to energize your OUTLOOK success:

SELF-TALK:
How you talk to yourself 
plays a major part in 
whether your outlook is 
positive or negative.  If 
you are telling yourself that 
you’re a valuable person 
and a success, you will 
likely become what you 
hear yourself saying.

SHIFT 
ATTENTION: 
Simply think about 
something else.  Recall happy 
memories from years gone 
by, your favorite vacation 
spots, that person who always 
was your biggest cheerleader.  
You’ll find that while 
you visualize the positive 
experiences, you cannot hear 
the negative thoughts that 
were attacking you before.  
Also, you’ll be able to plan 
what to do next with better 
perspective and the benefits 
of an elevated mood.

PUT 
PROBLEMS 
ON HOLD: 
When negative thoughts 
chase each other through 
your mind, make yourself 
an appointment to mull 
them over later, when you 
are rested, calmed, and 
clear-headed.  Often things 
look better away from the 
spotlight of a low moment, 
and your responses will be 
wise.

WRITE A 
LETTER:  
When you’re feeling 
frustrated, write down your 
negative thoughts as a letter.  
It might be a letter addressed 
to a person or a problem.  
When you write down your 
negative thoughts, they tend 
to lose their hold on you.  Of 
course, you never want to 
send a letter written in anger 
without waiting a few days.  
And never stick that anger in 
an email and hit send before 
you have time to really think 
it over.

University of Pennsylvania. "It may be as 
bad as cholesterol."

Heart disease isn't the only illness 
worsened by depression. Those who 
suffer from cancer, diabetes, epilepsy, and 
osteoporosis all appear to "run a higher 
risk of disability or premature death when 
they are clinically depressed."

In fact, 10 percent of diabetic men 
and 20 percent of diabetic women also 
have depression—a rate double that of the 
general population. Depressed diabetic 
patients were far more likely to have 
complications, including heart disease, 
nerve damage, and blindness.

Just as depression can paralyze our 
outlook, so can negative emotions such 
as anger and fear. A fascinating Duke 
University study called "Anger Kills" 
examined the profile of physicians in 
medical school to determine their anger 
scale. In this case, anger wasn't simply 

being upset at a particular incident—that 
can happen to anyone. Anger here meant 
a life orientation, the explosive personality 
that resents everything. Those physicians 
high in the anger scale had a greater 
incidence of heart disease 25 years later. 
"Stress," adds Afton Hassett, an expert 
in psychosomatic illness, "almost always 
comes out in a bodily symptom."

FROM HELPLESSNESS TO 
OPTIMISM

Several years ago, researcher Martin 
Seligman performed experiments showing 
that dogs could be taught to become 
helpless in various situations. Seligman 
then applied those same experiments to 
human beings. He discovered that during 
the course of our lives we all develop 
something called learned helplessness.

How do we change this? Seligman found 
that through learned optimism we can change 

our outlook so that we begin to believe that we do 
have a role in altering our lives. While we can’t 
change other people and some circumstances, 
we can take control of our own lives and take 
small steps toward transforming our outlook, 
and in turn, our health and wellness. Holocaust 
survivor Viktor Frankl wrote the book Man’s 
Search for Meaning after spending two years 
in a Nazi concentration camp. During that time 
he concluded: “I have very little liberty from 
a physical standpoint. But," he said, “I have 
all the freedom in the world to intellectually 
frame the experiences that come into my life 
. . . We who lived in concentration camps 
can remember the men who walked through 
the huts comforting others, giving away their 
last piece of bread. They may have been few 
in number, but they offer sufficient proof that 
everything can be taken from a man but one 
thing: the last of human freedoms—to choose 
one’s attitude in any given circumstances, to 
choose one’s own way.”
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Dr. David Biebel, co-author of the book 
52 Ways to Feel Great Today, has every reason 
to embrace a bleak outlook on life after losing 
one son and almost losing another to a genetic 
disease. In the book’s chapter entitled “Be The 
Bear,” he writes about visiting a friend’s home 
and noticing a famous photograph hanging over 
the fireplace. The photo showed a grizzly bear 
waiting at the top of a waterfall, mouth gaping, 
ready to nab a salmon in mid-jump. The salmon 
had been struggling hard to get up over the falls. 
On one level, the picture seemed bleak. Dr. Biebel 
remembers identifying with the plight of the poor 
salmon. Yup, he thought, that’s the way life is. 
Futility. You overcome multiple obstacles on the 
journey, but then, just when the goal is in sight, 
the grim reaper points to YOU.

Dr. Biebel turned to his friend and asked which 
he identified with most—the bear or the salmon. 
The friend replied, “The bear.” This answer caused 
the author to reconsider the image, not from the 
“victim” mentality of the salmon, but from the 
“victor” mentality of the bear. The more he pondered 
the implications, the more he liked it. He obtained 
a poster of the same image. Above the bear and the 
salmon, in indelible black marker, he wrote “BTB.” 
The letters stand for “Be the Bear.” The photo now 
hangs in his living room.

No one has to be the victim; anyone can be 
the bear. It’s a matter of how you choose to look 
at things. You do have a choice! Outlook is not 
the consequence of what others do to you—you 
are in control of your outlook. So you can opt to 
see the good. You can choose to see the beautiful, 
to appreciate what surrounds you. Your choices 
alter the way you view life, either improving or 
distorting your perspective.

GRATEFUL PEOPLE
Another important part of your outlook is the 

expression of gratitude for whatever you have. 
Regularly express gratitude.

Thanksgiving is a primary ingredient of 
optimism and a positive outlook. Right now, start 
making a mental list of what you're grateful for. 
It can be people or things or whatever. Just start 
listing them in your head. By doing this, you're 
counting your blessings. It's as simple as that!

Every day, we're either counting or discounting 
our blessings. Research has shown that people 
who regularly listed what they were thankful for 
experienced higher levels of optimism, alertness, 
enthusiasm, determination, attentiveness and 
energy than those who didn't. Those who expressed 
gratitude more often helped others, exercised 
regularly, made progress toward personal goals, 
enjoyed satisfying sleep, and felt connected.

Grateful people enjoy higher levels of positive 
emotions, life satisfaction and vitality than do 
pessimists. They experience less depression and 
stress, too. Researchers learned that grateful 
people do not deny or ignore the negative aspects 
of life; they just rise above them. Optimistic and 
grateful people are also more empathetic and are 
considered more helpful and generous by the 
people in their social networks.

In short, your attitude and outlook can make 
a big difference in the quality of your mental and 
physical health. You can't always change your 
circumstances, but you can change your attitude 
toward them, and sometimes that makes all the 
difference in the world.

Health | Outlook

Adapted from CREATION Health (Florida Hospital Mission Development, 2014). Used with permission.
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Supporting Well-Being

Your C H
L D 'S

I

Preschool should be a time of play, 
happiness, and learning for young 

children. But across the United States, 
preschool students are expelled at 3.5 
times the rate of students in grades K–12. 
These early actions can have a long-
term impact. 
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1. CONSIDER THE 
WHOLE CHILD

Most expulsions and suspensions 
happen when students have physical 
outbursts, hurt other children, or disregard 
rules. Children’s behavioral difficulties can 
be caused by multiple factors, including 
traumatic experiences, an emerging 
developmental disability or mental health 
issue, or even the way in which a child’s day 
unfolds. Nixon believes that challenging 
behaviors are less acts of defiance than 
they are cries for help.

“I think some children who show 
behavioral issues are really just 
responding to their environment,” says 
Nixon. “Imagine the child who had a long 
ride to school, and then is expected to sit 
for circle time right at the beginning of the 
day. That might be really difficult. If the 
child acts out, it’s probably because he or 
she needs to move. The child’s not trying 
to be disruptive.”

In fact, a breakdown in any number of 
daily routines could trigger stress and pave 
the way for a rocky time in class. Nixon 
says that rather than sending the child home 
for the day, teachers, caregivers, mental 
health consultants, and parents should all 
work together to identify possible causes 
of the behavior.

“Children do well if they can,” says 
Nixon. “If something is going sideways, 
then the adults in that child’s life need 
to identify what’s going wrong and 
brainstorm strategies to support the child.”

2. PRIORITIZE 
SOCIAL AND 
EMOTIONAL 
LEARNING

Gorham says that social and emotional 
skills—which include learning how to 
resolve conflicts, bond with teachers, 
make friends, and be part of a group—help 

protect against negative behaviors. The 
importance of these skills was made clear 
to her during a 1998 child wellness study 
she conducted in North Carolina.

“The people I interviewed—teachers, 
parents, doctors, and pastors—were most 
concerned about children’s attention 
deficit disorders, hyperactivity, inability to 
follow directions, and insufficient services 
available to children in the mental health 
system,” she says. “Kindergarten teachers 
believed that if parents and preschools 
could just teach children basic social 
skills, then academic development would 
be no problem.”

However, Gorham worries that the 
greater emphasis placed on academic 
achievement at the expense of behavioral 
and socialization skills could have a 
negative, long-term impact on the ability 
of some children 
to cope in the 

classroom.
“You have to teach children how to 

make friends and resolve conflicts,” she 
says. “Learning and care environments 
that support children’s healthy social and 
emotional development pave the way for 
academic success.”

3. CONFRONT BIAS
Nixon says that building an inclusive 

environment begins with confronting 
implicit biases about behavior, race, and 
gender. She points to recent research from 
Yale that indicates teachers have implicit 
biases about who is going to behave in a 
classroom and who is not.

“Teachers disproportionately look for 
where they think the problem is going to 
be, and that often means children of color 
and boys,” she says. “Some students are 
unfairly singled out.”

Addressing those biases can 
have a real impact on the lens 

through which a teacher views 
a child’s behavior and, by 

extension, the suspension 
and expulsion rates. 
Nixon recommends that 
programs should track 

Children who are suspended in preschool are 10 times more likely to drop out of high school, experience academic failure, or have a 
negative school attitude than children who were not suspended or expelled. Early childhood experts Bertha Gorham, Ph.D., and Dawn 
Nixon, Psy.D., believe that fostering a supportive, child-centered environment is key to preventing expulsions—and to raising children 
who are ready to succeed in school. Here, they offer four tips for making this happen.
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suspensions and expulsions and then 
use that data to examine programmatic 
practices to address any disparities found.

“You have to talk about it,” she says. 
“Normalizing conversations around 
implicit bias can lead to increased 
awareness. Only then can we mitigate its 
impact.”

4. INVEST IN 
MENTAL HEALTH 
CONSULTATION

While suspending or expelling a child 
for challenging behavior may seem a 
logical solution to an immediate problem, 
it does nothing to resolve the core issues 
that are driving that behavior.

Infant and early childhood mental 
health consultants can play a critical role in 
supporting both adults and children. They 
can often identify the issues underlying 
children’s challenging behaviors and 
then help teachers and families find 
constructive ways to resolve them. In fact, 
a study of Connecticut’s Early Childhood 
Consultation Partnership found that 
using mental health consultation led to a 
decrease in teachers’ ratings of children’s 
external and problem behaviors.

“Mental health consultants can 
offer a behavioral health lens that 
might otherwise be missing from the 
classroom,” says Gorham. “It’s about 
helping teachers and caregivers get more 
resources and strategies, so that they can 
help change the environment for a child 
who might be struggling.”

When mental health consultants, 
caregivers, and parents work together, a 
struggling child can get back on track.

“Young children are eager to play, 
learn, and make friends; like adults, they 
want to be happy and successful in what 
they attempt to do,” says Gorham. “It’s 
our job to make that happen for them.”

This article was reprinted with 
permission from the Education 
Development Center
(WWW.EDC.ORG).

There is much research that identifies the many 
positive qualities in AI/AN families.  These qualities 
include resilience, reserve, self-control, the ability 
to endure pain, bravery, courage, and other highly 
valued characteristics. But a 1993 study by Ardy 
Bowker on Native American women found that 
the single most critical factor in helping females 
remain in school was “a caring, competent adult 
who not only modeled appropriate behaviors 
but also encouraged the adolescent and served 
as an advocate when necessary,” (41)1. Bowker 
also found that children reacted positively “when 
parents, either verbally or by modeling, set 
expectations for girls to complete school  and 
reinforce[d] that school is important,” (146).

Other research emphasizes how families 
function better, cope better and are less stressed 
when each member is helping another.  For 
example, children are happier when their parents 
or other primary caregivers come to their school 
activities and meet with their teachers, and they 
do better in school when their parents or other 
primary caregivers help manage any difficult 
behaviors.  Children and families also benefit from 
positive discipline, encouragement by parents 
and close kin.  One of the simplest and yet most 
effective ways to reach and nurture a child is for a 
parent or close kin to read with them daily, and/or 
listen to stories and sing with parents and family 
members every day.2  
~ The Editor

1 Ardy Bowker, “Sisters in the Blood: The Education of 
Women in Native America,” Newton, Mass: WEEA Pub. 
Center, 1993.

2 “Common Indicators of Social-Emotional Well-being in 
Early Childhood,” accessed July 10, 2018, https://www.
childtrends.org/project/common-indicators-of-social-
emotional-well-being-in-early-childhood.

Developing A 
Positive Outlook 
in School-Age 
Children
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Activity | Outlook

GARDEN 

BY SHERI GALUTIA

The vegetable garden 
is done for the year; 
jars of tomatoes line 

the shelves.  Dried, 
frozen, and canned 
goods are waiting 
to become part of 

nutritious meals.  

My heart is full of gratitude to 
the Creator for the goodness 
shown in the bountiful 
harvest. And yet, there are 

still things to do that will allow me to 
spend time outside appreciating the cooler 
weather and beautiful colors of autumn.  
These are my favorite "gardening" 
suggestions for this time of year. 

DON'T CLEAN UP 
Well, not too much anyway.  Leaving 

tall grasses for insects and pollinators to use 
for overwintering is helpful.  Not cutting 
off flower heads with seeds will be a gift 
for the birds.  Even a brush pile is welcome 
shelter for birds and animals during the 
winter.  Yes, cleaning up garden debris 
with unwanted pests is very important, but 
allowing flowers, berry shrubs, and other 
native plants to stay standing will provide 
for wildlife during the snowy months.

PLANT A TREE 
Fall is one of the best times to plant a tree.  

The tree will have time to start spreading 
roots before deep winter and will escape 
the sometimes-scorching heat of summer. 
Choosing a species of tree that is especially 
beneficial to insects, birds, and animals, 
will be a gift to wildlife. Oaks (Quercus), 
willows (Salix), and poplar/cottonwood 
(Populous) are some of the most useful tree 
types that support many kinds of insects.  I 
hope to plant an oak and some American 
Pawpaw (Asimina) trees this fall.  

SAVE THOSE LEAVES 
One of nature's ways of returning 

goodness to the earth is allowing the leaves 
to fall to the ground this time of year.  If you 
only have a small amount, mulching them 
and spreading them back into the yard can be 
beneficial.  In my case, I am fortunate to have 
enormous amounts of leaves from maple, ash, 
and cherry trees.  These leaves are wonderful 
for making compost or mulch.  I mow over 
them and pile them in my compost bin, put 
them in bags to save for organic garden 
mulch next summer, or use immediately 
around my woodland flowers.  I also cover 
unused garden spaces with a thick layer of 
mulched leaves to prevent soil erosion. I 
find them so useful that every summer I find 
myself wishing I had saved more. Black Cohosh (Actaea racemosa) 

Outlook

AUTUMN
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PLANT FLOWERS FOR POLLINATORS 
I am slowly converting some of my mowed-grass yard to a 

perennial pollinator garden space.  I have specifically chosen 
plants that are native to my part of the country 
and provide nectar for butterflies, 
native bees, and moths.  Some 
plants are considered host plants: 
those required by butterflies for 
laying their eggs on and then 
food for their newly hatched 
larvae. I am growing two 
types of milkweed (Asclepias) 
and Golden Alexanders 
(Zizia aurea) for Monarch and 
Black Swallowtails caterpillars, 
respectively.  It has been thrilling to 
observe multiple types of bees buzzing 
around the blooms, sometimes even at the 
same time.  Additionally, I have been privileged  
to watch several caterpillars growing fat by eating the milkweed. 
Fall is a good time to divide clumps to begin additional groupings 
and prepare the soil for new garden spaces for next year. If you are 
interested in knowing what plants in your region are most beneficial 
to your local pollinators, the National Wildlife Federation website 
(https://www.nwf.org/NativePlantFinder/About) lists beneficial 
trees and plants by zip code. 

COLLECT SEEDS 
This is one of my newest interests and is directly related to 

the above activities. Looking for economical ways of increasing 
my beginner wildlife-friendly collection, I am learning the art 
of collecting seeds. The amount of seeds each plant produces is 

generously amazing.  Each seed has its 
own requirements of planting 

time, soil depth, and light 
versus dark exposure.  

For example, many of 
the wildflower seeds 
in my area actually 
need a long cold 
period for them to 
germinate.  Funny 
as it sounds, I admit 
to now keeping 

an eye on my 
friends' gardens with 

the hopes of being 
granted the opportunity 

to collect some new seeds. 
Using sustainable and ethical 

practices of generating new plants 
is a win for our environment and observing how plants grow in 
the wild is a great teacher for us gardeners.

PLANT GARLIC 
Not only is garlic one of the easiest things to grow, many of us 

love to cook with garlic! This is how I grow it here in the northeast:  
I choose the best and biggest garlic bulbs from this year's harvest 
(or buy some from a local farmer's market). I carefully break apart 
the cloves and soak them in a mild baking soda and liquid natural 

fertilizer mixture for a few hours.  Then I plant them with the 
pointed end up about two inches deep at a hands-breath apart. 
I put a thick layer of mulched leaves over them just before it 
gets really cold.  If all goes well, they will start growing in 
earnest the following spring and be ready for harvest in July.  
One perk is that the deer and rabbits stay clear.  If garlic isn’t 
your thing, there are also other wonderful flower bulbs that 

can be planted in the fall for gorgeous spring blooms. 

MOVE THE GARDEN INDOORS  
Some of us just have to have something green growing all year 

long, and growing microgreens indoors is a great option.  They are 
quick, easy, and super healthy! Microgreens are small vegetable 
plants that are harvested when they’re only about a couple of inches 
tall.  Depending on the plant, you may be 
able to harvest them as early as two weeks 
after planting!  Common seeds grown 
for microgreens include lettuce, 
beets, radish, and kale.  All 
that is needed are seeds, a 
seed-starting soil mix, 
a shallow pan, and a 
sunny window.  If 
you want to get 
serious, grow lights 
work well too. 
You’ll find lots 
of information 
about growing 
microgreens at 
h t t p s : / / w w w .
splendidtable.org/
story/how-to-grow-
microgreens-sprouts-
and-shoots-on-your-
kitchen-counter. 

Although Fall is a time 
of being thankful for the 
harvest, it also gives us the chance 
to look forward to the next season.  As 
you bundle up in layers against the cold of winter, 
you can rest easy knowing that the birds are enjoying the cover 
you provided, the garden is snug in its leafy blanket, and seeds 
are waiting to wake up next spring.  The beautiful circle of 
life continues.  What we do now will bring us joy and provide 
benefits next year and for years to come. 

Black-eyed Susan   

Blazing Star  

Swamp Milkweed   

Sheri Galutia’s Haudenosaunee ancestors grew food in the northeast. All Autumn Garden photos by Kelly Morgan.
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6 Reasons Why Our Relatives Stay in 

ABUSIVE 
RELATIONSHIPS

Most people assume leaving is easy, 
but escaping abuse is more complicated than it seems.

“Why don’t you just leave?”

When it comes to domestic 
violence and dating violence, 
we tend to focus on why 
anyone would willingly stay in 

an abusive relationship. After all, no one would 
stay with someone who hurts them, right?

The truth is, on average, it takes a 
victim seven attempts at leaving an abusive 
relationship before they leave for good. It takes 
a lot of courage to leave, yet most people don’t 
realize that the decision to leave is one of the 
most dangerous times for a victim of abuse.

For Native Americans, the impacts of 
domestic violence and dating violence are 
severe, affecting one in two women and one in 
three men, according to the National Institute of 
Justice. Most Native people have experienced 
violence in their lifetime, and one-third of the 
population has faced violence in the past year. 

No matter the reason for the abuse, 
domestic violence and dating violence are 
not our traditional ways. Like colonization, 
domestic violence and dating violence are 
about power and control, where one partner 
uses repeated abusive actions to maintain 
power over their loved one. So, why not leave? 

Here are some reasons why our friends 
or relatives might stay:

FEAR
Fear of what could happen may keep a 

relative in an abusive relationship. Fears 

for family, children or pets often plays a 
role, especially if an abuser has threatened 
loved ones in the past. Unfortunately, being 
a ‘victim’ also carries an unfair stigma, 
instilling fears of being identified or retaliated 
against for speaking out. 

Many survivors of domestic violence or 
dating violence don’t report abuse out of fear 
or distrust of local authorities, or because 
they don’t think reporting will do anything to 
help or change the situation. In many cases, 
silence can feel like the safest option. 

LOVE
Many survivors who stay in abusive 

relationships love their partner and may feel 
like if they just “stick it out,” their partner will 
change. They may hope that the relationship 
will return to happier times and decide to stay, 
rather than end the relationship completely. 

FAMILY AND COMMUNITY
When children are involved, some 

survivors may try to maintain harmony 
within the family by staying in an abusive 
relationship. They may feel pressure to 
raise their children with both parents 
together or fear losing their children if 
their partner threatens to take or harm the 
children if they were to leave.

Leaving could also mean standing up to 
an abuser with power in the community or a 
prominent family, stoking fears that everyone 
will take the abuser’s side. Some people 

might fear leaving their tribal community—
one’s family and culture—in order to escape 
the abuse, which may be too much to bear.

DENIAL OR SHAME
It’s not always easy to admit that you’re 

being abused, and your friend or relative 
may worry that their loved ones will judge 
them. Victim-blaming and shaming—where 
survivors of violence are blamed for the crimes 
committed against them—is another issue. 
Asking questions like “Were you drinking?” 
or “Did you talk back?” are unfair and critical, 
making it difficult for people to reach out.

NO MONEY OR RESOURCES
Not having money or resources in order 

to leave often keeps victims in abusive 
relationships. Even if they were to leave, 
a survivor may think they have nowhere 
to go or anyone to turn to for help. While 
shelters provide support for escaping 
abuse, access to Native-centered or tribal 
resources aren’t always available. 

LOW SELF-ESTEEM
Being in an abusive relationship often 

leads to doubts of self-worth. Abusive 
partners often manipulate and criticize their 
partner to shake their confidence or destroy 
connections to those who support and love 
them. Your friend or relative may blame 
themselves for the abuse or believe that they 
somehow deserve it.
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TIPS FOR SUPPORTING A 
LOVED ONE

It can be hard to watch a friend 
or relative suffer at the hands of 

someone they love. Now that 
we know some reasons why 

victims stay in abusive 
relationships, we can 
better understand why 
leaving is not as easy 
as it seems. It is critical 
to stand by your loved 
one, no matter what.

Remember, your 
loved one—the person 

experiencing the abuse—
is the expert when it comes 

to their safety and survival, 
despite your best intentions. So, 

how can you help?
• Believe their experience. If a friend 

or relative confides in you that they 
are being abused, listen and take the 
situation seriously. Be patient and take 
time to listen. Avoid judgments. Allow 
them to tell you as much or as little as 
they want to share. Storytelling plays an 
important role in Native communities, 
so allow time for this process.

• Understand that your loved one 
did not intend to love someone who 
hurts them. It’s not always easy to tell 
if a relationship will become abusive. 
While there are red flags to watch for, 
abusive behavior can appear at any 
time in a relationship. No matter if you 
think they should have known better, 
your loved one is not to blame for the 
abuse.

• Trust in their resilience. Remember—
it may take several attempts for your 
friend or relative to leave if they 
choose to do so. What you can do is 
show that you love, care and stand 
by them, no matter what. Whichever 
way they choose to seek help, the next 
steps are always their choice, which is 
critical to rebuilding their self-esteem 
and personal sovereignty. 

• Offer helpful resources. It’s okay to 
offer helpful resources, but always 
allow your loved one to decide what 
they need. Some tribes have domestic 
violence programs and advocates that 
support survivors in various ways 
including assistance with navigating 
the legal system, transportation or 
safe housing options, or with filing a 
protection order. 

• Find healing for yourself. It can 
be hard to know what to say or do 
when a loved one is being abused. In 
this case, it may be helpful to speak 
with someone to help you cope. 
The StrongHearts Native Helpline – 
1-844-7NATIVE – can assist in finding 
resources and help you navigate 
difficult conversations together. 
Traditional healing such as smudging, 
talking circles or ceremonies can also 
help clear the mind, body and spirit. 

There are many reasons why your 
friend or relative might stay with an 
abusive partner. You can be a good relative 
by supporting them in making their own 
decisions and acknowledging that leaving 
is not an easy decision to make.

Support and resources are available through the StrongHearts Native Helpline open Monday through 
Friday from 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. CST. After hours callers have the option of connecting with the National 
Domestic Violence Hotline or to call back the next business day. All calls remain anonymous and 
confidential. Domestic violence and dating violence are not our traditional ways, and neither is ever okay.

For Native 

Americans, the 

impacts of domestic 

violence and dating 

violence are severe, 

affecting one in two 

women and one in 

three men.

National Institute of Justice

WHERE TO GET HELP
CONCERNED A LOVED ONE MIGHT BE IN AN ABUSIVE RELATIONSHIP?

1-844-7NATIVE (1-844-762-8483)

By STRONGHEARTS Native Helpline Staff

Does your partner ever…
•  Call you names or criticize you? • Isolate you from family or friends?
•  Threaten to hurt you or your children? • Push, slap, kick or strangle you?
•  Refuse to give you money for food, gas or medicine?

Support is available at 1-844-7NATIVE  
Monday-Friday from 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. CST. 
Callers reaching out after hours will have the option to connect 
with the National Domestic Violence Hotline or to call back the 
next business day. All calls are anonymous and confidential.

This project is supported by Grant Number 90EV0426 from the Administration on Children, Youth and Families, Family and Youth Services Bureau, U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services. Its contents are solely the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official views of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.

Domestic violence is
               not our traditional way.

Trust. Speak. Heal. Together.  | strongheartshelpline.org
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Domestic violence is
               not our traditional way.

Trust. Speak. Heal. Together.  | strongheartshelpline.org



INDIAN COUNTRY’S
Opioid Response

BACKGROUND
American Indian and Alaska Native (AI/AN) 

drug overdose rates are staggering. According to 
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC), AI/ANs experienced the highest drug 
overdose rates every year from 2008 to 2015, 
and the highest percentage increase in overdose 
deaths from 1999 to 2015 at 519 percent1. For 
opioid-related overdose deaths, the CDC reported 
in 2016 that AI/ANs experienced the second 
highest opioid overdose death rate at 13.9 deaths 
per 100,000, and the second highest heroin-related 
overdose death rate at 5 deaths per 100,0002.

Yet, despite these alarming statistics, opioid 
overdose death rates are often under counted. In 
their “Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report,” the 
CDC states that racial misclassification often leads 
to underestimates for certain categories, which 
is even more prominent in AI/AN populations, 
where the rate might be underestimated by up to 
35 percent (Mack et al, 1-12). Rather than let the 
opioid crisis further devastate tribal communities, 
tribal nations are creating solutions that bring 
holistic healing to their citizens. 

TRIBES RISING
Tribal nations across the United States are 

taking a stand against the opioid crisis. During its 
2018 Mid Year Conference, the National Congress 
of American Indians held a breakout session that 
highlighted some of the innovative methods being 
utilized by tribal nations to address opioid issues in 
their communities. Although there is no universal 
solution to combatting the opioid epidemic, these 
examples provide a roadmap for other tribal 
nations examining how to address opioid issues in 
their communities.

UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM
Many tribal nations have created long term 

strategies by capitalizing on the Substance Abuse 
and Mental Health Services Administration Tribal 
Action Plan (TAP) program. The TAP program 

provides tribal nations with resources to develop 
community needs assessments to better understand 
the issue facing tribal citizens and identify service 
gaps. 

One tribe that has successfully carried out a TAP 
is the Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians 
(the Sault Tribe)3. Creating the TAP involved 
multiple phases, the first being a community 
needs assessment. This step was conducted 
through existing data analyses, surveys, focus 
groups, community forums, and individual citizen 
interviews4. Through the various approaches to 
data collection, the Sault Tribe learned that opioid 
abuse was second only to alcohol abuse. The 
Sault Tribe also discovered that over 80 percent of 
those surveyed believed that substance abuse has 
affected them or people that they know. 

The Sault Tribe then searched for solutions 
by asking responders to identify what types of 
services encourage people to look for help when 
they are experiencing problems with substance 
abuse. By engaging the community, the tribe was 
able to identify solutions that addressed service 
gaps affecting community members in need of 
substance abuse treatment. The Sault Tribe’s TAP 
is a four year plan that began in 2016. Through 
data collection, the tribe has been able to focus 
efficiently on programs that are welcomed by the 
community and that address holistic healing (Sault 
Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians “Tribal 
Action Plan”). 

TREATMENT AND PREVENTION 
The Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe (Mille Lacs) 

has seen a spike in opioid related overdose deaths 
over the past two years. Mille Lacs responded by 
engaging in a bottom up approach. By holding 
educational sessions like the February 2018 
session titled, “Pharmacist Shares the Facts on 
Narcan,” the tribe has provided community 
members with the tools necessary to administer 
the temporary overdose reversing drug, Narcan5. 
The tribe has hosted educational sessions for 

“We will 
prevail.”
- NCAI President 

Jefferson Keel, 
Partnerships 

to Advance 
Tribal Health, 

Washington, DC, 
July 24, 2018
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OVERDOSE DEATHS INVOLVING OPIOIDS, BY TYPE OF OPIOID, 
UNITED STATES, 2000-2016

community members to better understand the signs and symptoms 
of addiction, while also providing additional resources within the 
community. 

Mille Lacs has also seen an increase in citizen led efforts 
such as the 200 participants in the smudge walks, the Mothers for 
Tradition group, Women Empowering Women for Indian Nations, 
the youth Chameleon Run, as well as Sober Squad and Natives 
Against Heroin—who together held a volleyball game to raise 
funds for addiction awareness. Chief Executive Melanie Benjamin 
acknowledges that these citizen-led efforts are symbolic of the broken 
silence and greater awareness of addiction in their community6. 

Last November Mille Lacs was awarded a $300,000 grant from 
the state. The tribe plans to use the grant to create an action plan, 
expand on public awareness initiatives, conduct provider education, 
and expand access to treatment. 

AN EPIDEMIC WITH NO BORDERS
Last winter, the Swinomish Indian Tribal Community 

(Swinomish) opened the didgwalic Wellness Center. Swinomish’s 
approach has acknowledged the importance of healing an entire 
community. Over the past four years, the tribe has created opioid task 
forces and a community tip line, and expanded access to medication 
assisted treatment, transitional housing, needle exchange, and 
naloxone (Narcan) dissemination programs. 

Recognizing that the opioid epidemic extends beyond reservation, 
city and county borders, the didgwalic Wellness Center provides 
services to both Native and non-Native community members. The 
new state-of-the-art facility has services ranging from primary 
medical and child care, to medication assisted treatment and mental 
health services7.   

BUILDING BRIDGES 
The Ho-Chunk Nation’s Department of Health has implemented 

a multi-disciplinary approach to curbing the opioid epidemic. 
The Department of Health has capitalized on the distinct role 
of the pharmacist in treating and preventing opioid misuse. The 
pharmacists have skills, training, and knowledge that are essential to 
effective patient care. Some of the imperative roles include: 

• knowledge of the health system and culture that gives them 
maneuverability within the industry that patients don’t 
typically have;

• face time with patients that provides casual settings for 
more information to be shared that wouldn’t otherwise be 
communicated to physicians; and

• training in pharmacology and patient education.
In conjunction with tribal drug courts – where tribal members are 

able to receive additional treatment in a trauma informed manner – 
culturally relevant medication assisted treatment, and prevention of 

NCAI and NIHB
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misuse by pharmacists, the Ho-Chunk Nation has 
been able to efficiently provide medical systems 
that reinforce health in its community8. 

CONCLUSION: MOVING 
FORWARD/TAKEAWAYS

Above all else, it is necessary to recognize that 
the solution will be different for every tribal nation 
and tribal citizen. However, education, culture, and 

recognizing opioid addiction are essential in every 
community’s efforts to address the opioid crisis. 
Indian Country must stand together to address 
this epidemic by sharing best practices. The 
federal government must support Indian Country 
by ensuring that tribal nations have the same 
opportunities and resources as state governments 
in this fight against opioids.
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         STRONG LEGS 
If you have rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, or just need to strengthen your 
knees, try these leg raises:

1. Sit in a chair with both feet flat on the floor. If you need back support, roll a 
bath towel and set it at the edge of the chair under your thighs for support.

2. Slowly straighten one leg out in front of you.
3. Lower your leg.
4. Repeat 12 times for each leg. Do one set, then work up to two or three sets.

Easy AT-HOME

Exercises
COMPILED BY CAROLINE A. FISHER, M.A.

As we age, we get a little slower sometimes.  You can 
keep moving with these leg exercises.  Put on some 
lively music and have fun doing these exercises with a 

partner!  Remember to check with your primary care provider 
before starting a rigorous exercise program. You can find 
many more exercises at https://go4life.nia.nih.gov. 

         STRONG HIPS
The following exercise can help strengthen your hips:

1. Sit in a chair. Move your left foot back a bit, keeping 
your toes on the floor.

2. Lift your right foot off the floor, with your knee 
bent. Hold this position for five seconds but  don’t 
straighten it!

3. Slowly lower your foot. Repeat 10 times on each side.
4. Gradually build up to doing two sets with each leg.

         STRONG CALVES
This “shin shimmy” exercise helps prevent shin splints while improving movement and 
muscle tone.  You can do this exercise at home or even on a bus, in a meeting, etc.

1. Sit on a firm, sturdy chair with your feet flat on the floor. 
2. Keep your knees aligned directly over your feet. Don't let your knees turn in or 

out. 
3.  Lean forward with your hands on your thighs near your knees.  Press down on 

thighs to add resistance. 
4. Press slowly down onto the balls of your feet to raise your heels as high as you 

can. Next, slowly lower your heels. Repeat 10-12 times.

A.

B.

C.
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One of my fondest memories of my 
boyhood years is when our family made 
maple syrup. It was one of our Native 
traditions. In late March, of course 

depending on the weather, we would begin talking 
about it. Maybe it was because we were running 
out of our store of maple syrup from last spring or 
we were getting tired of winter, but whatever the 
reason, I was looking forward to it. I didn’t realize 
it but I looked forward to maple syrup time every 
winter. It was exciting when the time finally came 
and we took out the pails, spiles, hand drill and we 
carried them to the sugar bush. The first few days 
were exciting, but then the work set in.

In the spring of the year as the snow starts to 
melt the maple trees begin to send the maple sap 
from the roots up to the top of the trees. We would 
say, “the sap is running.” We would drill a hole in 
the trunk of the tree and drive in a metal spile (it was 
like a hollow peg) with a hook on it to hold a pail. 
The sap would run out through it and drip into the 
pail. We had to make sure to drill the hole about one 
foot above the snow, because as the snow melted, 
the pail rose higher and higher. 

Twice a day I would go from tree to tree to 
collect the sap in a large bucket, then carry it to 
the place where we made the syrup. By the way 
the sap tasted really good, kinda like pure slightly 
sweet water. The process called boiling down was 
actually boiling off much of the water from the sap 
and concentrating the sugar. We would boil the sap 
all day and in the late afternoon it would be thick 
enough to carry home to finish the process. It would 

DRIVING WITH MY

REAR VIEW 
MIRROR

BY ELDER EDWARD DUNN, PH.D.
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take about 40 gallons of maple sap to make 1 gallon of maple 
syrup. 

It was hard work collecting the sap and carrying it back to 
the big case iron boiling pot. We had to cut and carry wood to 
keep the fire burning hard so the sap kept boiling. It was hard 
work, but I loved it. Maybe it was because it was spring break 
and I didn’t have to think about school work or maybe it was 
it because I was out in the bush in the cool fresh air. I kept 
moving all day long until I dropped into bed for a great deep 
refreshing sleep. No insomnia in those days. 

Sometimes when we got behind in boiling the sap, we 
started a second shift, which boiled the sap all night long. 
I didn’t do the night shift very much, because it was hard to 
stay awake, just staring at the fire, and feeding it to keep a 
rolling boil. Besides feeding the fire I had to make sure the 
sap didn’t boil over, because it would put the fire out under 
the big pot and waste our precious syrup. Yes, those were the 
good old days.

As I reflect on the good old days, and look forward to 
my tomorrows, I need to be careful to have a proper balance 
between the two. You see, it’s good to reflect, but we could 
overdo it and just live in the past. That wouldn’t be good. The 
next time you are in your vehicle, just notice the size of the 
rear view mirror and compare it to the size of the windshield. 
One man measured his and found that his windshield was 96 
times bigger than his rear-view mirror. That difference should 
indicate that, while we are driving, we should spend 96 times 
the amount of time looking forward than we do glancing 
back. Can you imagine driving forward while you are looking 
in the rear view mirror. It sounds ridiculous, doesn’t it?

Back to my memories about making maple syrup, I would 
like to say that all of my memories of those years were good, 
but they are not. I just choose to think mostly about the good 
ones. My life today is too interesting to waste time gazing into 
the rear view mirror. I might miss something exciting. 

Laws1 , a blogger, says, “With only a quick glance into my 
yesterday, what can I do today that will have the biggest impact 
on my tomorrow?”

In talking about looking ahead with a positive view, Yanek2 
in her research, found that people with a family history of heart 
disease but had a positive outlook were one-third less likely to 
have a heart attack or other cardiovascular event within five 
to 25 years as compared with those who had a more negative 
outlook. So keep thinking on the good side, it could save your 
life.

Not long ago I attended a series of meetings and I was 
amazed by the presenter. He was always smiling. I thought, 
wow, this man sure is happy, maybe he knows something 
I don’t know. And sure enough, a University of Kansas 
study by Kraft and Pressman3 found that smiling, even fake 
smiling, reduces heart rate and blood pressure during stressful 
occasions. You guessed it, I have decided to smile more, even 
fake ones.

Now that I’m an Elder, I’ve learned that in addition to 
positive thinking, there are some other good behaviours (Levy 
et al.) that can add years to my life4,5:

• Low blood pressure: 4 years
• Low cholesterol readings: 4 years
• Healthy weight: 1 to 3 years
• Not smoking: 14 years
• Regular exercise: 1 to 3 years
Well, I’ve added those figures up and it looks like I can live 

an extra 28 years. I hope that includes quality of life too. Ok, 
maybe I’m exaggerating, but it's safe to say that being in good 
health and having a good outlook on life can boost both my 
quality and quantity of life.

So my friends, keep looking forward and upward and for 
sure, keep smiling. Oh, and why not, flash a fake smile every 
now and then just for good measure. Enjoy life. 

Blessings.

Ed Dunn is an Elder of the Mississauga Ojibwa First Nation in Ontario, Canada. 
He holds a Ph.D. in Public Health.
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POLITICAL 
RECOGNITION 
AND CMS 
WORKFORCE 
Requirements

In January, the Centers for Medicare 
and Medicaid Services (CMS) issued 
a letter to State Medicaid Directors 
inviting states to create Medicaid work 

requirements without accommodations for 
tribes.  States can do this by submitting 
Medicaid waiver applications that are 
reviewed and approved by CMS. 

In a subsequent letter to tribal leaders, 
CMS stated that they could not approve 
a tribal exemption to state imposed work 
requirements because it would unfairly 
favor a group of people based on race 
(a civil rights violation). Tribes were 
immediately alarmed for a couple reasons. 

First, these accommodations are 
not based on racial status nor do they 
create a suspect classification under the 
Constitution. Tribes are sovereign political 
entities that existed before the founding of 
the United States. As political entities, they 
entered into treaties and other agreements 
with the United States. The United States 
has always dealt with tribes as political 

entities and, by extension, it has dealt with 
American Indians and Alaska Natives (AI/
AN) generally and individually as persons 
with political status.  

This has been confirmed by the 
Supreme Court in Morton v. Mancari, 
417 U.S. 535 (1974) and included in 
federal statutes, regulations, executive 
orders, treaties and other agreements.  
This principle has been recognized and 
supported in many contexts as well as 
through federal agencies’ actions, and the 
Department of Justice has routinely and 
successfully defended it.  

Second, tribal nations—like states—
are sovereign governments. They are in the 
best position to make decisions about the 
policy affecting their own citizens. Tribal 
nations should have the same opportunities 
as states to make determinations about how 
and when to establish work requirements 
for their communities. Having an outside 
government impose work requirements 
for tribal citizens will only exacerbate 

employment conditions for tribal nations, 
which are already challenging due to 
the lack of jobs in and around tribal 
communities located in rural, remote 
areas. 

For instance, from 2011-2015, the 
unemployment rate for AI/ANs 16 
years and older in reservation areas 
was 22 percent1, and some reservation 
communities report significantly higher 
unemployment rates. This is compared 
to a national average of about 7 percent.2 
Under no circumstances should tribal 
nations and their citizens be subject to 
state decision-making—especially related 
to work requirements.

In addition, tribes were alarmed that 
CMS did not fully understand the role 
that Medicaid plays in supplementing the 
chronic underfunding of the Indian Health 
Service (IHS) and that the loss of revenue 
generated from Medicaid reimbursement 
would have a devastating effect on tribal 
healthcare.  According to data available 
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on IHS’ website, Medicaid and other third 
party revenue brought in approximately 
$1.02 billion to IHS.  

This additional funding has helped 
extend scarce IHS discretionary 
appropriations, including Purchased/
Referred Care (PRC) funding.  PRC 
funding is used to cover the cost of care 
by providers outside the IHS system when 
an IHS or tribal facility cannot provide the 
service itself.  Medicaid helps extend PRC 
funding, which otherwise routinely runs 
out before the end of the year.  

In several meetings between tribal 
leaders and CMS officials, tribes pointed 
out that CMS has ample legal authority 
to provide accommodations for American 
Indians and Alaska Natives under the 
Constitution when doing so is rationally 

related to the United States’ unique 
obligation to Native people. 

Over the past few months, as tribes have 
educated the Department of Health and 
Human Services (HHS) and CMS, federal 
officials said that they could give states 
flexibility and discretion to implement 
work requirements with respect to tribal 
members and encouraged tribes to work 
with their states to address this issue. 

While this position still did not directly 
address the tribal concerns outlined above, 
there were some states which did provide 
accommodations and exemptions for 
American Indians and Alaska Natives in 
their waiver applications.  Unfortunately, 
CMS has recently doubled down on their 
initial position, stating that the Agency 
would not likely approve those waiver 

applications because they present civil 
rights concerns.  

Tribes must take action in a couple 
ways.  Tribes must continue to educate 
HHS and CMS about the impact the loss 
of Medicaid will have on their health 
system. Also, tribes should reach out to 
their members of Congress to let them 
know the impact as well. 

National organizations like the 
National Congress of American Indians 
and National Indian Health Board will 
continue to support tribes in this endeavor.  
Together, we must continue to educate 
and inform the federal government on its 
responsibilities to Indian Country and the 
impact the loss of Medicaid will have on 
tribal health care.

1U.S. Census Bureau, “Selected Economic Characteristics: 2011-2015 American Community Survey Selected Population Tables, DPO3,” accessed 
August 10, 2017, https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?src=bkmk.

2 Ibid. 
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IN THE 2018 FARM BILL

The 2018 Farm Bill presents a 
unique opportunity to make a 
significant difference in Indian 
Country, and tribal nations have 

come together to provide a unified message 
on the importance of federal agricultural 
policy for American Indians and Alaska 
Natives (AI/AN). Every five years, Congress 
reauthorizes programs across the United 
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
through the Farm Bill. This omnibus 
legislation includes 12 titles covering a 
broad range of topics that all have significant 
impacts in tribal communities.

Agriculture is a major economic, 
employment, and nutrition sector in 
Indian Country. In 2012, there were at 
least 56,092 American Indian-operated 
farms and ranches on more than 57 
million acres of land. These farms and 
ranches sold $3.3 billion of agricultural 
products, including more than $1.4 billion 
of crops and $1.8 billion of livestock and 
poultry. Additionally, the 2007 Census 
of Agriculture Fact Sheet notes that, 
“American Indian farm operators are more 
likely than their counterparts nationwide to 
report farming as their primary occupation 
. . . to derive a larger portion of their 

overall income from farming . . . [and] to 
own all of the land that they operate.” 

As a result of the huge agricultural 
footprint across Indian Country and the 
fact that more than 35 percent of American 
Indian and Alaska Native peoples live in 
rural communities, tribal governments 
and farmers look to active partnerships 
throughout the USDA to sustain and 
advance common interests across the 
broad array of services that this federal 
agency provides to tribal governments. 

Tribal nations have a long history of 
sustainable agriculture practices that federal 
policy and forced removal have disrupted. 
This has led to an increased reliance on food 
distribution programs like the Supplemental 
Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) and 
the Food Distribution Program on Indian 
Reservations (FDPIR). Both SNAP and FDPIR 
are authorized within the Farm Bill. This is 
significant, as approximately 25 percent of AI/
AN households receive SNAP benefits – the 
highest percentage of any group in the country. 

Furthermore, roughly 60 percent of 
counties with a majority AI/AN population 
report average food insecurity rates 
among the top ten percent in the nation. 
The FDPIR program is often used as an 
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alternative to SNAP for rural tribal communities that do not 
have easy access to SNAP offices or authorized food stores. 
Over 40 percent of household recipients classify FDPIR as 
their primary source of food. With 80 percent of the Farm 
Bill’s funding going to nutrition, tribes need their voices to 
be heard. 

The House and Senate have each passed their own versions 
of the 2018 Farm Bill, and conferees from each chamber will 
be tasked with reconciling the differences between the two 
pieces of legislation. Notably, each bill includes provisions 
that would greatly benefit tribal nations, and it will be up to the 
Representatives and Senators on the conference committee to 
ensure tribal provisions are included. Given the importance of 
agriculture and nutrition programs to tribal nations, it is essential 
that tribal priorities are in the final bill. 

One very notable proposal is the expansion of tribal self-
determination (“638”) authority to USDA. Under 638 authority, 
a department secretary can enter into a contract with a tribal 
nation for that tribal nation to take over the administration of 
federal programs. Tribal nations have successfully used this 
model to produce efficiencies and provide better services 
to their citizens for more than 40 years by contracting to 
administer Department of the Interior and Department of 
Health and Human Services programs. 

Expanding 638 authority to USDA has long been a priority 
in Indian Country. The Senate Farm Bill would authorize 
USDA to enter 638 agreements with tribal nations to administer 
the FDPIR program. The new demonstration program would 
promote access to healthy, traditional foods in tribal communities 
by allowing tribes to take over procurement of FDPIR food 
packages.

The House and Senate Farm Bills also make several 
other updates to FDPIR. For instance, both bills would 
allow for two-year carryover funding, which will enhance 
long-term planning and provide continuity in times of fiscal 
uncertainty. The Senate bill would also adjust the funding 
match requirements to provide tribal nations more flexibility. 
These provisions along with the expansion of 638 authority to 
FDPIR would be significant steps forward for Indian Country 
and should be included in the final version of the Farm Bill. 

Tribal nations are also looking for ways to protect and utilize 
traditional foods through the Farm Bill. Traditional Native foods 
will lead to healthier Native populations and could provide new 
economic development opportunities in tribal communities. 
To support tribal nations, Congress should address fraudulent 
marketing of traditional foods and seeds, as well as increase 
utilization of foods like reindeer and fish in USDA programs.

Tribal engagement as Farm Bill discussions continue 
is critical. Tribes are deeply committed to advancing their 
agricultural economies and promoting the health and 
nutrition of their citizens. Empowering tribes to exercise their 
sovereignty by regaining control of their food systems will 
improve health outcomes, reduce poverty rates, and lead to 
more prosperous tribal communities. 
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EAT PLANTS

Dr. George Guthrie, a Certified Diabetic Educator (CDE), is the author of the 
forthcoming Eat Plants Feel Whole, a lifestyle book with recipes, research and 
refreshing ideas for healthy living. Since 1982, he has seen how the power of 
a lifestyle change can restore health and eradicate chronic disease in the lives 

of people who are willing to make the necessary changes. 

Dr. Guthrie’s practice is focused primarily on the lifestyle treatment of chronic, 
noninfectious diseases such as type 2 diabetes, hypertension, obesity, and 
coronary heart disease. He has helped numerous individuals restore their 
health through the plant-based dietary focus that is now the book Eat Plants 
Feel Whole. The following is an excerpt from his book that American Indian 

Living hopes will inspire you and improve your outlook on life.

My goal is to share the scientific evidence as well as the 
experiences of people like you who have made what 
they thought were “impossible” lifestyle changes and 
have experienced amazing, and apparently miraculous, 

improvements in their health. There are strategies for adopting a whole-
food, plant-based diet and other simple lifestyle changes you can easily 
add in to your daily routine that will allow your body to heal. Believe it 
or not, you have the power to take back control of your life one choice 
at a time. And, in my experience, the sicker you are, the quicker and 
more dramatic will be the improvements in your health.

You can get better. The body has an amazing capacity to heal when 
it adopts the healthiest of lifestyles. You can launch your own 18-day 

challenge into a whole new healthy you.
Eighteen days is not long.  If you commit to just a little over two and 

a half weeks, you will notice a huge improvement.  I have observed that 
18 days is how long it takes for most people to experience the miracle 
of restored health. Do these “miracles” happen in everyone?   The 
answer is both yes and no.  But while I am sure that not everyone will 
have such remarkable improvement, I can assure you that everyone 
who makes the changes recommended in this book will have their own 
personal miracles.  And there is nothing like living your own miracle – 
and telling your own story.

The good news is, there is hope.  When viewing all the evidence 
from both the principles of nutritional science and the latest nutrition/

Feel Whole
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lifestyle-related science, we find very strong support for the 
understanding that many chronic illnesses will improve and, in 
many cases, even reverse when the food we eat and the lifestyle 
choices we make are changed for the better (best). Strong 
epidemiologic evidence reveals that the highly processed and 
refined foods that make up much of the standard American 
diet, along with inactivity, have led to most of our chronic 
health issues. At the same time, there is a growing body of 
evidence demonstrating that whole, unprocessed, plant-based 
foods strongly support the natural healing power designed into 
each of our bodies.

The ins and outs of a whole-food, plant-based lifestyle may 
seem a bit strange at first because of its newness, but I can 
assure you that it is not a lifestyle bereft of pleasures but one of 
exciting and enjoyable newness which will be experienced with 
a refreshing new sense of wholeness and health.   But while I 
can point you in the direction to feeling whole and encourage 
you along the way, I cannot do it for you.  I encourage you to 
make a wholehearted commitment to do the whole program 
for the whole 18 days, so you can experience the wholeness 
and healing waiting for you. You will never want to go back 
to that old way.

I do need to add one word of caution.  Most readers 
will need to work with their own physicians in adjusting 
medications – Oh, yes, did I mention that many people need 
less medication and there are a significant number that may 
stop medications altogether as their wholeness returns?  So it 
is especially important that you work with your doctor on the 
downward adjustment of medications, especially if you take 
medications that push your blood sugars downward, or protect 
your heart, or kidneys, or others of the vital systems that may 
not be functioning optimally.  One of the benefits of working 
with your physician is that you can see your numbers improve 
as your doctor follows the laboratory evidence of the healing 
that a whole-food, plant-based lifestyle brings.

I saw this happen in Micronesia, where my lifestyle 
diabetes-treatment program encouraged the islanders to 
return to the diet and lifestyle they had enjoyed before being 
introduced to the foods and conveniences of the Western 
world. Now you can enjoy the same satisfying results of good 
health, a happy heart, and a positive outlook on life!

Excerpted from Eat Plants Feel Whole: Harness the Healing Power of Plants and Transform Your Health by Dr. George E. Guthrie (Orlando: Florida 
Hospital Publishing | AdventHealth Press, 2019). Used by permission. Available from the publisher at www.FloridaHospitalPublishing.com.

George E. Guthrie, MD, MPH, CDE, CNS, FAAFP, 
FACLM has practiced healthy living and healing 
in Guam, Micronesia, California’s Sierra Nevada, 
Oklahoma, and is now practicing at Florida Hos-
pital in Orlando, Florida. He also helped develop 
the Florida Hospital CREATION Health program.
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Developing 
Health Care Leaders

There are many things that can 
lead an individual down a certain 
career path; for some it can be 
past experiences, whether it is 

in their personal or professional lives. For 
others, it can be a call to action, a desire to 
be an agent of change in institutions and for 
their communities. While they come from 
different backgrounds, tribal nations, and 
parts of the country, these four individuals 
were bound together in their aspirations to 
have a positive impact on and for Indian 
Country. 

After a rigorous and thorough application 
process, Esme Roddy (Sault Ste. Marie 
Tribe of Chippewa Indians), Christa Lee 
(Diné/Navajo), Austin Lowes (Sault Tribe 
of Chippewa Indians), and Danielle Lucero 
(Pueblo of Isleta/Turtle Mountain Band of 

Chippewa) were selected as the 2018 NCAI 
Native Graduate Health Fellows. 

For Lowes, being selected was both 
validation and an honor. 

“It felt like I was being recognized for the 
work and the studying that I was doing,” 
Lowes said. “More importantly, it felt like 
there was recognition for how important 
the field of behavioral health is for Native 
American communities.” 

Similarly, Lucero felt there were other 
forces at work that were greater than her. 

“I thought, ‘Who has guided me here?’ 
I just thanked the ancestors; I really think 
it’s them who have been watching out for 
me,” Lucero said. “When I found out, I just 

looked up and said ‘Thank you!’ I took the 
biggest breath and it was a sigh of relief.”

Established in 2012, the program is 
emblematic of NCAI’s commitment to equip 
the next generation of Native leaders with 
the skills, knowledge, and tools they need to 
succeed. The fellowship aims to address the 
stark disparities in Native health by building 
a cohort of Native health professionals who 
are prepared to lead in formulating and 
promoting health policies and practices that 
address the unique needs of AI/ANs.

Over the years, the program has helped 
more than 20 young Native professionals 
advance their healthcare career ranging 
in specializations from behavioral health 
to social work to nursing. For this year’s 
cohort, a common theme that kept recurring 
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The Embassy of Tribal Nations in Washington, D.C., was home for four select 
individuals who began an intensive, four-day professional development 
program during the summer of 2018. Through the National Congress of 
American Indians (NCAI), this opportunity aims to broaden their understanding 
of tribal sovereignty and the complex issues American Indians/Alaska Natives 
(AI/AN) face in the realm of healthcare. 
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MEET THE 2018 NCAI NATIVE GRADUATE HEALTH FELLOWS

CHRISTA LEE
Diné/Navajo

SCHOOL: University of New Mexico
DEGREE: Master of Science in Nursing-
Midwifery
CAREER GOAL: To become a Certified 
Nurse-Midwife and to provide care on the 
Navajo Nation in relations to maternal and 
newborn care.

IN YOUR ESTIMATION, WHAT WILL IT 
TAKE FOR YOUR NATION TO PROVIDE 
QUALITY, CULTURALLY APPROPRIATE 
HEALTH CARE TO ALL OF ITS CITIZENS?
It will take awareness and active listening 
from the community for my nation to 
provide quality, culturally appropriate care 
to all community members of all ages. The 
tribal leaders need to invest in learning, 
understanding, and advocating for health 
and health care for their peoples.

HOW DO YOU PLAN TO APPLY YOUR 
TRAINING ON BEHALF OF YOUR 
NATION/COMMUNITY? 
With my nursing and midwifery 
background, I hope to provide up-to-
date and evidence based information 
to the midwifery team in order to bring 
high quality care, increase access, and to  
decrease the health disparities affecting 
our women and newborns.

HOW WILL THE INVESTMENT THAT YOU 
ARE MAKING IN YOURSELF BENEFIT 
YOUR NATION/COMMUNITY OVER THE 
LONG RUN?
I hope to build a solid foundation that 
supports and empowers women and 
their families. This foundation includes 
knowledge, awareness, informed consent, 
empowerment, self-care, and self-love.

DANIELLE LUCERO
Pueblo of Isleta/
Turtle Mountain 

Band of Chippewa

SCHOOL: University of Washington
DEGREE: Concurrent Master of Public 
Health and Master in Social Work
CAREER GOAL: I want to be a health 
researcher that works in collaboration 
with others to inform policy from a social 
justice and indigenous lens.

WHAT COMPELLED YOU TO PURSUE A 
CAREER IN HEALTH?
I believe in healing and resiliency. I believe 
that there is space to construct solutions 
in response to the social, behavioral, 
systemic, and environmental factors that 
contribute to health problems.

HOW CAN OTHER CITIZENS OF YOUR 
NATION FOLLOW IN YOUR FOOTSTEPS?
Know yourself. Meaning know where you 
come from and have an idea of where 
you want to go. Find your passion and 
find mentors, friends and family that will 
support you in reaching your goals. But 
never forget where you come from, where 
your ancestors come from, and that they 
are guiding us. 

WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES YOU 
OR OTHER TRIBAL CITIZENS FACE IN 
PURSUING A CAREER IN HEALTH CARE?
Access to higher education is a barrier for 
many. So many students, especially native 
students, are left out of the healthcare 
system due to the competitive and elitist 
nature of academic institutions. There 
are, however, many organizations like the 
Center for Native American Youth and 
NCAI who are working hard to confront 
these challenges. 

AUSTIN LOWES
Sault Tribe of 

Chippewa Indians
SCHOOL: Michigan State University
DEGREE: Master of Social Work
CAREER GOAL: To provide behavioral health 
services to members of my tribe.  I’d like these 
services to be culturally appropriate and be 
directed towards substance abuse treatment, 
suicide prevention, and domestic violence 
awareness.

WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES YOU OR 
OTHER TRIBAL CITIZENS FACE IN PURSUING 
A CAREER IN HEALTH CARE?
Native Americans face unique challenges 
when pursuing careers in health including 
gaining access to sustainable college funding, 
locating Native American mentors who can 
share their experiences and guidance, and 
securing employment in Indian Health Centers 
that are appropriately funded and staffed.

IN YOUR ESTIMATION, WHAT WILL IT TAKE 
FOR YOUR NATION TO PROVIDE QUALITY, 
CULTURALLY APPROPRIATE HEALTH CARE 
TO ALL OF ITS CITIZENS?
There must be a better allocation of tribal 
resources towards health and wellness.  Tribal 
leaders should focus more on culture and 
youth development so tribal members can 
learn healthy coping mechanisms at a young 
age.

HOW WILL THE INVESTMENT THAT YOU 
ARE MAKING IN YOURSELF BENEFIT YOUR 
NATION/COMMUNITY OVER THE LONG RUN?
My educational investment will equip me with 
the evidenced-based knowledge to address 
the unique challenges that Indian Country 
faces.
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ESME RODDY
Sault Ste. Marie Tribe 
of Chippewa Indians

SCHOOL: Yale School of Nursing
DEGREE: Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse 
Practitioner
CAREER GOAL: My ultimate goal during my 
graduate study and professional career is to 
become a bridge between research and practice.

WHAT COMPELLED YOU TO PURSUE A 
CAREER IN HEALTH?
The vast majority of research and 
implementation of innovative therapies and 
treatments are designed by non-Native 
researchers and practitioners. Many Natives do 
not identify with Western treatment methods, 
and therefore fail to seek or sustain treatment. I 
feel obligated to lend my perspective to a field 
that is desperately in need of a Native voice.

IN YOUR ESTIMATION, WHAT WILL IT TAKE 
FOR YOUR NATION TO PROVIDE QUALITY, 
CULTURALLY APPROPRIATE HEALTH CARE TO 
ALL OF ITS CITIZENS? 
I think this process begins with the 
understanding of mental health care as a 
holistic practice. No person or illness exists in 
isolation. As Native people we need to find 
ways to address the symptoms of an underlying 
trauma while simultaneously addressing the 
inequities that caused this trauma. This can 
only be achieved through the collaboration of 
practitioners, academics and policy makers on 
corrective solutions.

HOW DO YOU PLAN TO APPLY YOUR 
TRAINING ON BEHALF OF YOUR NATION/
COMMUNITY? 
In order to be a successful Native mental health 
care professional, I must be a student of both my 
University and my community; in other words, 
I must respect and incorporate both traditional 
and Western conceptions of healing into my 
practice.

in discussions was the concept of 
culturally appropriate healthcare – what it 
is and why it is so important. 

To Roddy, it is important because 
she has known a lot of Native people 
who have interacted with non-Native 
healthcare providers and that can wind up 
serving as another barrier to care.

“When you have to explain aspects of 
your identity to other people, that can be 
incredibly overwhelming when you’re 
already suffering from a mental illness 
or you already have a difficult time with 
your mental health,” said Roddy, who 
will be attending graduate school at the 
Yale School of Nursing this coming fall. 
“Having to explain cultural aspects of 
your identity that are incredibly complex 
to someone who isn’t well-versed in 
that, that can deter you from seeking 
treatment.”

Like Roddy, Lee is also attending 
graduate school in the fall. She will 
obtain her Master of Science in Nursing 
– Midwifery at the University of New 
Mexico. Having worked as a midwife on 
her reservation, she said being culturally 
competent is imperative to providing the 
best care for her patients and that she is 
constantly learning from them. 

“In the end, it’s about having that 
awareness to folks with any type of 
culture, not just Native Americans. 
Even though I’m Native American, even 
though I’m Navajo, when I sit in a room 
with another Navajo, what they think is 
culturally appropriate might be totally 
different than what I expect it to be,” Lee 
said. “For me, as a provider, teaching 
me how to provide care to you is also 
important. In school they teach you the 
key points such as therapeutic listening, 
active listening, but in the end, it’s going 
to be my patients that will teach me the 
most as I progress as a provider.”

The week was chock-full of activities 
and meetings for the fellows beginning 
with an introduction to NCAI. The group 

met with different leaders within the 
organization, including the Director of 
Operations, Nicole Hallingstad; Director 
of the NCAI Policy Research Center, 
Dr. Yvette Roubideaux; Director of the 
Partnership for Tribal Governance, Dr. 
Ian Record; and Director of Government 
Affairs, Jacob Schellinger. Lowes knew 
of the advocacy work NCAI does for 
Natives on a national level, but he was 
unaware of the extent. 

“My favorite part has been exposure 
to the different tribal leaders, and the 
directors of the different agencies that 
advocate for Native Americans and 
provide services for them,” Lowes said. 
“That’s what I’m going to bring back 
home, along with the research and that 
greater understanding of what NCAI 
does.”

The Health Fellows also had deep 
discussions with Native professionals in 
fields in which the Fellows hope to serve. 
Acting Indian Health Services (IHS) 
Director Rear Admiral Michael Weahkee, 
as well as National Indian Health Board 
(NIHB) Director of Policy Devin 
Delrow, exposed the group to health care 
information, statistics, and policy related 
to their respective organizations. The 
Health Fellows met with representatives 
from the Substance Abuse and Mental 
Health Services Administration and 
the National Council of Urban Indian 
Health and later enjoyed a field trip to 
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
in Bethesda, Maryland. There, the four 
graduate students were given tours of the 
Tribal Health Research Office as well as 
the NIH Clinical Center, and were told 
about the post-graduate opportunities at 
NIH that were available to them. 

According to Lee, being able to chat 
with these leaders in their respective fields 
on a personal level made the experience 
all the more comfortable and enjoyable, 
noting that RADM Weahkee (an Arizona 
State University alumni) gave “the 
pitchfork” school logo with his hands 
during his presentation. Weahkee also 
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FELLOWSHIP COMPONENTS:
1) a monetary award toward the 
Fellow’s graduate studies, and
2) professional development of 
Fellows in tribal health policy

ELIGIBILITY:
Applicants must be members of an 
American Indian or Alaska Native 
tribal nations and must be new or 
continuing full-time students pursuing 
graduate or professional degrees in 
any health-related area, including 
Doctor of Medicine (MD), Master of 
Nursing (MSN), Doctor of Nursing 
Practice (DNP), Master of Public 
Health (MPH), Master of Pharmacy 
(MPharm), etc.

APPLICATION PROCESS:
Eligible applications are reviewed 
by a selection committee composed 
of NCAI staff and other key Native 
health leaders. Fellows are selected 
on the basis of:

• Demonstrated commitment to 
American Indian/Alaska Native 
communities and/or tribal health 
policy, through contributions 
to or the participation in one or 
more of the following: campus 
activities, community or public 
service, tribal government and 
cultural activities, and research;

• Desire to use degree and 
knowledge gained from the 
Fellowship to support tribal 
communities and Indian Country;

• Strength of academic record;
• Previous professional experience 

and community engagement;
• Quality of essay;
• Letters of recommendation;
• Demonstrated leadership, 

character, and integrity.

For more information, please visit 
NCAI’s website at www.ncai.org 
and see Native Youth, Fellowships/
Internships.

presented each Fellow with a Challenge 
Coin from IHS. The coins bore the IHS 
emblem and were given to encourage 
morale and recognize achievement.

“Just having those connections is a 
strong thing,” Lee said. “NCAI brings 
speakers here so that we know that 
they’re very approachable. It made me 
feel comfortable that I could talk to 
people who have this ability to make 
change and that I can have a voice and 
let him know what’s missing, which I 
did.” 

Another day, the Fellows shared ideas 
and issues with the Center for Native 
American Youth (CNAY), visited the 
National Museum of the American 
Indian, and debriefed from the full week.

Roddy said the meetings motivated 
her to keep pushing forward. 

“It’s incredibly inspiring,” Roddy said 
with a smile, “Especially when they give 
you this call to action, saying, ‘We need 
you. We need more people like us in the 
policy world that are willing to advocate 
for health care services within Native 
communities.’”

The Fellows all recognize the 
challenges their communities and 
Natives face on a day-to-day basis – such 
as the lack of access to higher education 
or the disproportionate rate Native 
populations suffer from poor mental 
health, higher suicide rates, PTSD, and 
substance abuse, for example.  Their 
week in Washington, D.C.,  equipped 
them with the tools and network to help 
fight the battles Indian Country faces in 
the ever-evolving healthcare world. 

As the group left to go back to their 
respective institutions – Lowes to 
Michigan State University, Lucero to 
the University of Washington, Lee to 
University of New Mexico, and Roddy 
to Yale – they know their work together 
is just beginning. 

“I’m excited for the collaborative 
work between (us) ahead. We all have 
different strengths and so the ability to 
identify those strengths and see where 
we can help each other grow is exciting. 
They are all incredibly amazing at what 
they do and I feel very lucky to know 
them,” Lucero said. “We’re all on this 
journey toward health and healing 
together.” 

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE NCAI NATIVE 
GRADUATE HEALTH FELLOWSHIP, PLEASE VISIT 
NCAI’S WEBSITE AT WWW.NCAI.ORG AND SEE 
NATIVE YOUTH, FELLOWSHIPS/INTERNSHIPS.

The Native Graduate Health Fellowship is made 
possible through the generous support of Robert 
Burnette, the Seventh-day Adventist Church, and 
a range of donors. NCAI deeply appreciates the 
essential role of these contributors in establishing 
and sustaining the endowment that supports the 
Fellowship.

NCAI Native 
Graduate Health 

Fellowship: 
THE 411
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Whole
CREATION HEALTH & YOU:

Person
Care
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Mickey Mouse ears and 
your best health may not 
appear to be related, but 
Creation Health’s eight 

health principles have been adopted by 
Disney’s City of Celebration in Florida.  
A few years ago, Florida Hospital, along 
with many other healthcare agencies, was 
invited to submit a proposal for creating 
the “healthiest city in America.”  The team 
focused on answering a vital question: 
What are the keys to advancing health in 
the 21st Century?  The result is Creation 
Health.

As part of the decision process, the 
Disney team sent the final proposals to 
Dr. Ken Pelletier at Stanford University 
for his evaluation.  Dr. Pelletier shared 
that for more than 150 years the Adventist 
Health System has pioneered a lifestyle 
demonstrated to produce some of the 
healthiest people in the world.  Those who 
adopt the lifestyle live, on average, over a 
decade longer than the typical American.  
For this reason, Dr. Pelletier concluded, 
Florida Hospital is well-positioned to lead 
the way to a healthy future.   

In 1866 in Battle Creek, Michigan, the 
Adventist Health System was chartered 
with these words: “The proper way to 
avoid disease, or to recover from it, is to 
adopt correct habits of life. We pledge 
ourselves to live in accordance with these 
principles and will use our best endeavors 
to impress their importance on others.”  
What sounds so logical today represents a 
mantra of health reform in stark contrast 
to the then common practices of treating 
disease through bleeding, leaching, and 
drugging.  

 This commitment to a healthy lifestyle 
formed the basis of the Adventist Health 
System, and the leading physician of 
this health reform movement was Dr. 
John Harvey Kellogg.  His dedication 
and accomplishments proved to be far 
reaching.  He developed what he called 
the “biological method” focusing on 
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natural remedies to balance the system and return people to health.  
Dr. Kellogg viewed proper nutrition as a key to health and set out 
to improve America’s food options by finding an alternative for the 
unhealthy high fat breakfast of the day, and today Americans still 
enjoy Kellogg’s healthy corn flakes. 

The Kelloggs became such effective crusaders for health reform 
that the Detroit Free Press dubbed Battle Creek “Health City.”   The 
Sanitarium so popularized “biological living” that Presidents, royalty, 
and distinguished guests came from around the world in search of 
health improvement and the fountain of youth.  Some of its famous 
guests included inventors Henry Ford and Thomas Edison; business 
tycoons such as J.C. Penney and C.W. Post; celebrities such as 
aviator Amelia Earhart, athlete Johnny Weissmuller, and adventurer 
Richard Halliburton; as well as U.S. President Warren 
G. Harding and Mary Todd Lincoln—wife of 
Abraham Lincoln. 

One of the key breakthroughs for 
treating chronic disease at the Sanitarium 
was exercise.  Most of the physicians 
of the day advised the sick to stop 
all physical exertion and remain 
in bed. The normal prescription 
for someone suffering from heart 
disease was 6 weeks of bed rest.  
The Sanitarium challenged this 
norm by prescribing an exercise 
program for each patient based on 
his or her condition.  The results 
were remarkable and soon adopted 
by other health organizations.  

These and many other health reform 
concepts became so well accepted that 
over the next 20 years,  50 sanitariums 
and hospitals were founded to advance this 
philosophy.  Today Adventist Health facilities number 
over 500 around the world.  Florida Sanitarium and Hospital, 
now Florida Hospital, was one of the original 50 facilities.  

AN OLD-FASHIONED HEALTH 
PHILOSOPHY BECOMES CREATION 
HEALTH

The Florida Hospital team began the process of summarizing 
the rich history and health principles of the past.  It soon became 
apparent that the essential concepts of our pioneers could be traced 
to one source of origin – the biblical story of creation.  The health 
pioneers proposed that eating a vegetarian diet, drinking pure water, 
participating in physical activity, breathing fresh air, living smoke and 
drug free, and setting aside one day a week for time with the Creator 
and our families led to healthful living.  Perhaps what was most 
convincing was that these early leaders were committed to whole 
person health dependent on vitality of the body, mind and spirit.    

These eight principles are expressed in an acronym that spells the 
word CREATION.  

C – Choice 
R – Rest
E – Environment
A – Activity
T – Trust 
 I – Interpersonal 
O – Outlook 
N – Nutrition
Each issue of American Indian Living focuses on one of these key 

health principles.

IMPROVING LIFE EXPECTANCY
In 1974 the National Institutes of Health began 
to fund studies of individuals who adopted 

this lifestyle.  Longevity research specialist 
Dan Buettner was commissioned by 

National Geographic to identify and 
study the healthiest people in the 

world and produce a special edition 
titled “The Secrets of Longevity.”  
He identified populations around 
the world who have the longest 
life expectancy.  The winners 
were: the Sardinians in Italy, 
the Okinawans in Japan, and the 
Seventh–day Adventists in Loma 

Linda, California.   He dubbed the 
Adventists as America’s “Longevity 

All Stars” because they live longer 
than the average American (11 – 14 

years), and because they are continuing 
to grow in life expectancy.  Perhaps the most 

significant fact is that the benefits of this lifestyle 
have been replicated around the world and are not dependent 

on geography or genetics.  That’s good news!  Florida Hospital’s 
commitment to sharing these health principles to everyone through 
the Creation Health program has helped the hospital become a 
premier healthcare provider for Fortune 500 companies including 
Disney, Nike, Johnson & Johnson, Philips, AGFA, and Stryker. 
The Hospital is ranked No. 1 in the nation for number of heart 
procedures performed each year, averaging 15,000 cases annually. 
MSNBC named Florida Hospital “America’s Heart Hospital” for 
being the No. 1 hospital fighting America’s No. 1 killer—heart 
disease.

You can enjoy improved health and longevity by following 
Creation Health principles wherever you and your family live.  
Try one simple step today to create your own health success 
story!

This article was excerpted from 8 Secrets of a Healthy 100 by Des Cummings, Jr., Ph.D., with Monica Reed, MD, and Todd Chobotar (Florida 
Hospital | AdventHealth Press). Used with permission.
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For over one hundred years the mission of Florida Hospital has been 
to extend the healing ministry of Christ. Opened in 1908, Florida 
Hospital is comprised of nine hospital campuses housing over 2,900 
beds and 23 walk-in medical centers. With over 21,000 employees—
including 2,400 doctors and 7,000 nurses—Florida Hospital serves 
the residents and guests of Orlando, the No. 1 tourist destination in 
the world. Florida Hospital has over 2 million patient visits a year. 
Florida Hospital is a Christian, faith-based hospital that believes in 
providing Whole Person Care to all patients – mind, body, and spirit. 
Hospital fast facts include:

LARGEST ADMITTING HOSPITAL IN AMERICA. Ranked No. 
1 in the nation for inpatient admissions by the American Hospital 
Association. 

AMERICA’S HEART HOSPITAL. Ranked No. 1 in the nation for 
number of heart procedures performed each year, averaging 20,000 
cases annually. MSNBC named Florida Hospital “America’s Heart 
Hospital” for being the No. 1 hospital fighting America’s No. 1 
killer—heart disease. 

ONE OF AMERICA’S BEST HOSPITALS. Recognized by U.S. 
News & World Report as “One of America’s Best Hospitals” for ten 
years. Clinical specialties recognized have included: Cardiology & 
Heart Surgery, Orthopedics, Neurology & Neuroscience, Urology, 
Gynecology, Gastroenterology & GI Surgery, Diabetes and 
Endocrinology, Pulmonology, Nephrology, and Geriatrics.

CORPORATE ALLIANCES. Florida Hospital maintains corporate 
alliance relationships with a select group of Fortune 500 companies 
including Disney, Nike, Johnson & Johnson, Philips, AGFA, and 
Stryker. 

DISNEY PARTNERSHIP. Florida Hospital is the Central 
Florida health and wellness resource of the Walt Disney World® 
Resort. Florida Hospital also partnered with Disney to build the 
groundbreaking health and wellness facility called Florida Hospital 
Celebration Health located in Disney’s town of Celebration, Florida. 
Disney and Florida Hospital recently partnered to build a new state-
of-the-art Children’s Hospital.

SPORTS EXPERTS. Florida Hospital is the official hospital of the 
Orlando Magic NBA team and has provided healthcare services 
for the World Cup, Olympics, Disney’s Wide World of Sports, 
Walt Disney World’s Marathon Weekend, Capital One Bowl, and 
University of Central Florida Athletics. 

CONSUMER CHOICE AWARD WINNER. Florida Hospital has 
been an annual National Research Corporation Consumer Choice 
Award winner since 1996.

PUBLICATIONS. Florida Hospital Publishing can help you live life to 
the fullest with a variety of health and wellness books and resources 
focused on Whole Person Health. Visit: FloridaHospitalPublishing.
com.

FLORIDA HOSPITAL

Health | Outlook

Whole Person Care

Courtesy of Florida Hospital | AdventHealth Press.
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ncai.org

Please consider 
a contribution to 

NCAI and continue the 
legacy of our 

life-changing work. 

Call 202-466-7767, 
email towens@ncai.org, 

or visit NCAI’s 
website.



NCAI Events
2018 - 2022

►	75th Annual Convention & 
 Marketplace
 Denver, CO 
 Oct 21-26, 2018 

►		Tribal Interior Budget Council 
 Washington, DC
 Nov 14-16, 2018

►		2019 Executive Council Winter Session
 Wisconsin Center 
 Washington, DC
 February 10-14, 2019

►	2019 Mid Year Conference
 & Marketplace
 Reno, NV
 June 23-26, 2019

►	2019 Annual Convention & Marketplace
 Albuquerque, NM
 October 20-25, 2019

►	2020 Executive Council Winter Session
 Washington, DC
 February 9-13, 2020

►	2020 Mid Year Conference 
 & Marketplace
 Anchorage, AK
 June 7-11, 2020 (Contracts Pending)

►	2020 Annual Convention 
 & Marketplace
 Portland, OR
 November 8-13, 2020 (Contracts Pending)

►	2021 Executive Council Winter Session
 Washington, DC
 February 21-25, 2021

►	2021 Annual Convention & Marketplace
 Sacramento, CA 
 October 10-15, 2021 (Contracts Pending)

►	2022 Executive Council Winter Session
 Washington, DC
 February 13-17, 2022

Go to http://www.ncai.org 
for more event information.
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Contact NCAI 
today for information 

on types of Membership, 
and the benefits of being 

an NCAI Member! 
Call 202-466-7767, 

email towens@ncai.org, 
or visit NCAI’s 

website.
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Choice »
The first step toward improved health is making consistent healthy choices, 
which turn into habits and lead to lifestyle improvement. 

Rest »
More than getting a good night’s sleep, healing rest means making space in 
your day to relax, and taking a day once a week for restoration.

Environment »
We were made for a garden, but we live in a jungle. Environment is the space 
outside of us that affects what happens inside of us. 

Activity »
There are three kinds of physical activity and three dimensions to physical 
activity. Combine them, and you’re on your way to good health.

Trust »
Our faith, beliefs, and hopes affect our health. A trusting relationship with the 
Creator empowers and enriches every aspect of life.

Interpersonal Relationships »
Positive relationships contribute to good health, while toxic relationships can 
destroy it. So, seek to give and receive unconditional love. 

Outlook »
Outlook not only colors how you look at life, but research suggests attitude 
can influence your health and even impact the progression of disease.

Nutrition »
Food is the fuel that drives your whole system. Eat for energy, eat for mental 
clearness, eat for long life. After all, your health is worth it. 

THE CREATION HEALTH MODEL: 
8 Principles for 
Healthy Living
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For more information, email:  DrDeRose@CompassHealth.net

and
                                    Listen 
                            Weekly on      
                   LifeTalk Radio
         www.lifetalk.net

 Native Voice One www.NV1.org

Offering Health & Wellness 
to Indian Country

Healthy Relationships
Financial Health
and MoreTM
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Veteran’s Integrated Service 
Networks (VISN)
We have devoted more than half a century to creating solutions that 
simplify the lives of people with diabetes and the health professionals 
who care for them. Our expertise and personalized approach to diabetes 
management help empower people to live richer, healthier lives.

VALUE ADDED PRODUCTS AND PROGRAMS
ARKRAY Conversion Plan
+  Identify goals of conversion
+  Identify and meet with all stakeholders
+  Train key stakeholders
+  Identify key leadership for on-site training 
 (train the trainers program)
+  Communicate plan
+  Implement agreed-upon tactics
+  Track analytics—identify and address any issues

YouChoose™ Wellness And Support 
Program
Comprehensive resources for education and support:
+  A wellness kit covering diabetes management 
 basics
+  In-depth tips on making smart eating choices
+  Recipes, articles, training videos and more

Get all the details at glucocardyouchoose.com

ARK CARE® Real-Time Diabetes 
Management System
HIPAA/HITECH-compliant and FDA-cleared, ARK 
Care makes it easy to:
+  Securely upload meter data and view it from anywhere
+  View logbooks and charts to better understand readings
+  Share data with the healthcare team and support circle

GLUCOCARD Discharge Program
A program designed to help effectively transition 
patients with diabetes from the hospital or long term 
care setting.
+  Helps with the continuum of care
+  Designed to reduce readmission rates
+  Provides diabetes education and support 
 materials to discharge patients

GLUCOCARD® Expression™ 
Talking Blood Glucose  

Monitoring System

$5.49 & No-charge 
Meter Kits

50ct. Test Strips for 
Sample size: 0.8 μL
Test time: 6 seconds
Meter range: 20-600 mg/dL
Chemistry: Glucose oxidase

Results: Plasma referenced
Calibration: Auto code
Audio: English and Spanish
Averaging: 7-, 14- and 30-day 

Memory: 300 tests with time  
and date stamp
Size: 3.7”x 2.3” x .8”
Weight: 2.8 oz

Battery: 2 AAA batteries
Tests/battery: 1,000 tests of  
continuous use or 1 year

SPECIFICATIONS

GLUCOCARD® EXPRESSION™
AUDIO-ENABLED BLOOD 
GLUCOSE MONITORING SYSTEM
Fully audible in both English 
and Spanish, the GLUCOCARD 
Expression allows users to see and 
hear test results.
+  Low-battery alert
+  Insufficient blood sample 
 [on strip] warning
+  Temperature out-of-range alert
+  Large display screen
+  Oversized picture icons
+  Downloadable
+  TAA compliant

ARKRAY Diabetes Test Strip 
Technology
+  Engineered using an Advanced
 7-Step Process
+   Unlike some manufacturers, 
 ARKRAY performs ongoing
 testing to ensure consistent 
 and precise readings
+   US-based Human Blood 
 Laboratory tests each lot of test
 strips to ensure accuracy 
 and quality

The Value We Bring
Personally Delivered Expertise
+   Helping manage and improve the lives of 
 people with diabetes
Proprietary Wellness And Education Programs
+   Empowering people with diabetes to 
 take ownership of their health
A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH
+   Improving outcomes through high-quality, 
 cost-effective diabetes care 

Global Innovation
ARKRAY, a global innovator in diabetes 
management, developed the first:
+  Portable glucose analyzer in the 
 United States
+  HbA1C analyzer
+  Hand-held blood glucose meter

ARKRAY – Success Through The Ages
ARKRAY has grown into the fifth largest manuacturer of 
blood glucose testing supplies in the world. We are: 
+  Ranked #1 in US Long Term Care
+  Private label manufacturer for the world’s largest
 retailer (Walmart)
+  Contracted supplier for large health plans and GPOs
+  Contracted supplier for the 340B HRSA Drug
 Pricing Program
+  Contracted with all Prime Vendors
+  FSS contract #V797D-30109
+  List of recent conversions will be provided upon request

The ARKRAY Partnership Difference
+  Proven track record as a dedicated supplier
+  Technology advancements and proven high quality,
 accurate products
+  Exceptional 24/7 US-based Customer Service
+  Proactive, diabetes focused account management
 team
+  US-based facilities provide flexible reliable partner

www.arkrayusa.comConard Galloway
Federal Account Consultant
ceggalloway@gmail.com
513.702.5051

For additional information or to answer any questions please contact:
Conard Galloway | ceggalloway@gmail.com | 513.702.5051
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                                                                 is an innovative series of health programs designed for 
Native people by Native people. This series addresses a number of health topics of special 

concern to Native People: diabetes, heart disease, cancer, depression, suicide, tobacco, 
alcoholism, drug abuse and more. Each episode has been designed to generate discussion, 

and to assist the viewer in making positive lifestyle choices.

WWW.NATIVENEWHEALTH.CA

NATIVENew HEALTH

PROGRAMS ARE HOSTED BY GINA GUIBOCHE AND EDWARD DUNN

•  DIABETES
•  HEALTHY WEIGHT
•  TOBACCO
•  ALCOHOLISM
•  HEART DISEASE
•  CANCER
•  SUICIDE
•  DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
•  ORAL HEALTH
•  SEXUALITY & YOUR HEALTH
•  BEHAVIORAL ADDICTIONS
•  BALANCE OF LIFE

NATIVENew HEALTH

Hospital & Wellness Center
Bio Care
International

A new concept: advanced BIO CARE for integrative therapy and promotive 
health under the personal guidance of  Rodrigo Rodriguez, MD.
International BIO CARE HEALTH AND WELLNESS CENTER (IBC), a major world research and 
therapeutic center where Dr. Rodriguez has assembled a world-class medical staff.

Integrative individualized programs are available with innovative treatment modalities in 
metabolic medicine, enzyme therapy, whole body hyperthermia, for cancer, immunological 
disorders, diabetes, heart ,vascular  and chronic degenerative diseases.

Modern technologies that yield the best results are used to treat our patients with the utmost 
consideration for their immune and defense systems, restorative care and wellbeing.

The most advanced integrative health center offers the best choices.

Tomorrow’s Medicine...

Here Today

   doctor@biocarehospital.com    
1-800-701-7345 

Contact our doctors at:

www.biocarehospital.com
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